
Presence
 

In a world reshaping, quick scrolling of social media, lists of responsibilities, crisis management 
and more ~ presence is the elephant in the room. Being present is effortless awareness of the moment.
Much arrives in a present moment: deep ancient feelings or lack of, conditioning that won't quite go

away or perhaps a goal that can't seem to find an open door. Whatever arrives is what is asking for your
soulful, heartfelt attention. Presence is especially for hard stuff, the suffering. It doesn't need nor have

an answer. Only the play of the mind wants answers. Presence in its compassionate embrace, accepts
what is and the truth underneath what is. Presence uncovers and alters with precision in right timing.

 
Honoring our self, relations and the world with listening and caring ushers forth the natural superpower

to attend to what is before us. Presence knows context is not so important. Every moment, thing and
person are equally valuable. Presence offers the openness to solutions, a softness of receptivity and flow

of life unburdened by the past. Presence welcomes ups, downs and complexities as well as the infant,
kindergartener or sage expressing within us. In extreme situations you may have experienced presence

fully take over with clarity and emotional steadiness.
 
 



Presence gets such joy in a hug or smile. What a blessing to receive an act of
kindness, connect with a stranger, have a beloved friend or wise one in any form

along the journey. Presence recognizes these blessings with eyes that see subtleties.  
 

We all have presence equally... or are the presence depending on your perspective.
Presence is not reliant on belief systems. It is pure awareness of the moment and all

the energy therein. It is not so important what we think of presence or another
thinks of it. Literally the simplicity of a moment may unite what was separated,

create new, embrace what is or smell the world through the delicacy of a flower.  
 

I send a warm virtual hug along the path. 
May the compassionate light in your own special way 

energize your personal and our collective play.
Shelley

 


